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UK togetherness 
fraying between 
Brexit, coronavirus 
LONDON: The United Kingdom has endured in one
form or another for hundreds of years but between
Brexit and the coronavirus, the country is creaking
and some suggest it may be on the verge of breaking
up entirely. England, Scotland and Wales have been
joined since 1707 with Northern Ireland added in
1921 - four parts of a single country - but since the
late 1990s each has won more devolved powers,
including over healthcare. 

That ability to steer the most important policies in
a time of emergency has seen frequent fallouts with
the UK’s central government this year over strategies
to tackle the coronavirus outbreak. Britain’s departure
from the European Union has largely remained on the
back burner during the global pandemic. But if Brexit
goes badly, it could give a boost to the governments in
Edinburgh, Cardiff and Belfast - and stoke calls for
greater powers.

Scots away? 
Scottish nationalists point out that they never

wanted to leave the EU in the first place and might
now try again to become an independent state and
rejoin the bloc. “The pandemic is not going to help,”
John Springford, deputy director of the Centre for
European Reform think-tank, told AFP. “So, with Brexit
running into the mix, and a Conservative (UK) govern-
ment that’s very unpopular north of the border, I think
the support for independence is likely to rise.”

Support for independence was already increasing
after the 2016 Brexit referendum, in which Scotland
voted heavily to remain. Seventeen straight polls have
now shown that a majority of Scots support going it
alone. Brexit was the driving force for pre-2020 gains,
pollster John Curtice told a recent Institute for
Government seminar, with the rise concentrated
among those who voted to remain in the EU.

But the pandemic has been the driving force this
year, with support increasing across the Brexit divide,
he added. “The view of the Scottish public is that the
Scottish government and (First Minister) Nicola
Sturgeon have handled the pandemic well and the UK
government and (UK Prime Minister) Boris Johnson
have handled it badly,” said Curtice. Sturgeon and her
separatist Scottish National Party hope the perfect
storm will push them over the top if they can force a
rerun of a 2014 independence referendum, in which the
pro-UK side won 55 percent to 45. But Johnson has
repeatedly vowed to block any attempts to hold anoth-
er vote. Other large obstacles stand in the way of inde-
pendence, with Curtice pointing out the lead was still a
“relatively narrow” one given the “fragility of polls”.

An independent Scotland would find itself without the
protection of British or European might, with Brussels cau-
tioning that rejoining the EU would not be a formality. “If
Scotland decides that it wants to join the EU and the EU
says that it can, then obviously we’d have to erect a border
with England,” said Springford.  “And that border would
be harder than the border between Northern Ireland,”
he added, suggesting economic pro-union arguments
that Scotland would not be able to support itself may
not be as successful as they were in 2014. —AFP

LONDON: With Britons already
locked down for Christmas due to an
“out of control” coronavirus strain, the
sense of isolation deepened when
countries imposed travel bans, provid-
ing a glimpse into the looming chaos
of a disorderly Brexit. France’s deci-
sion on Sunday to prevent freight
travelling through the key port of
Dover caused chaos on the surround-
ing roads and raised fears of food
shortages over the Christmas period -
in a stark sign of what to expect
should Britain leave the EU without a
deal in 10 days.

Road signs near the Channel port,
through which 10,000 heavy goods
vehicles pass each day, yesterday
urged people to go home, saying that
the French border is closed. France’s
snap decision, which is initially set to
last for 48 hours, caused Britain to
bring forward “Operation Stack”, the
contingency plan drawn up to deal
with anticipated freight tailbacks on
roads around Dover in the event of a
no deal Brexit.

“Whereas all other countries have
allowed hauliers... the French went
slightly further and said that hauliers

shouldn’t cross either,” transport min-
ister Grant Shapps told Sky News
yesterday. “The absolute key is to get
it resolved as soon as possible,” he
added. “They’re mostly European
hauliers, the goods are mostly theirs,
so they won’t want them perishing
any more than we would want the
border closed.”

A disused airfield will be opened
later Monday to be used as a lorry
park for up to 4,000 stranded drivers.
Shapps reassured Britons that hauliers
“anticipate” disruptions and that food
supplies were not immediately threat-
ened. UK supermarket Sainsbury’s
warned that prolonged disruption
could lead to “gaps over the coming
days” in the supply of lettuce, cauli-
flowers, broccoli and citrus fruit.

Chaotic scenes 
The government also said the

travel bans would not affect vaccines.
“Virtually all of the vaccine comes by
container and there are good sup-
plies in the meantime, so this won’t
have an impact on the vaccination
program,” said Shapps. The ban on
all but unaccompanied freight cross-

ing to France comes as companies
scramble to shift merchandise with
days to go until Britain finally quits
EU trade structures.

Those hoping for a deal warned
the current chaotic scenes could
become a familiar sight without a
breakthrough before the New Year
deadline, leading to the imposition of
new tariffs. But Brexit supporters
accused France of exploiting the cri-
sis to try and force trade concessions.
“Restricting tourist travel from the
UK seems justifiable at this stage,”
tweeted the anti-EU Bruges Group
think tank. “Restricting freight move-
ments, however, as the French gov-
ernment is about to do, appears polit-
ical,” it added.

‘Out of control’ 
France and Britain are locked in

heated debate about fishing rights
post-Brexit, the key sticking point in
negotiations. London mayor Sadiq
Khan and Scottish First Minister
Nicola Sturgeon were among leading
politicians yesterday calling for an
extension to Brexit talks to avoid dis-
ruption over New Year. 

Germany, Russia, Canada, Italy,
Chile and Argentina are among other
countries to announce flight bans to
and from the country. Britain had
looked to have turned the corner in its
attempt to quell the virus, with the
rollout of a vaccine and falling case
rates. But the emergence of a new
strain has thrown the government’s
plans into disarray, just as it reaches
the crunch finale of talks with the EU.

The government had initially
announced an easing of restrictions to
allow families to meet over Christmas,
but changed its plans after it was pre-
sented last week with dire analysis of
the new strain that is running rampant
across southeast England. Instead of
good cheer and reunions, Britons are
now waking up to headlines about
potential food shortages and rows
with their closest neighbors.

“Unfortunately the new strain was
out of control. We have got to get it
under control,” Health Secretary
Matt  Hancock told Sky News.
Britain has been badly hit by the
pandemic, with more than 67,000
deaths of those testing positive for
the virus. —AFP

DOVER: A sign alerts customers that the “French Borders are Closed” at the entrance to the Port of Dover in Kent, southeast England yesterday. —AFP

New virus strain leads to travel bans, border closures

Britain facing bleak midwinter

Waste shipments 
from Italy kick up 
a stink in Tunisia
SOUSSE, Tunisia: Hundreds of containers of house-
hold waste shipped from Italy to Tunisia have raised
suspicions of dirty dealings in the North African
country that already struggles to manage its own
garbage disposal. The scandal, which saw the
Tunisian environment minister sacked at the week-
end, started in the summer when customs officials
seized 282 containers in the Mediterranean port
city of Sousse.

They were declared as carrying plastic scraps
for industrial recycling - but were instead full of
mixed, putrid household waste, which is barred from
import under Tunisian law. The case shines a spot-
light on the global trade in waste, which has grown
despite stricter regulations aimed at preventing rich

countries from dumping their hazardous refuse on
poorer countries.

The containers were imported by Tunisian firm
Soreplast, which claimed to have government per-
mission to import and recycle industrial plastic
scraps. A copy of Soreplast’s request to bring the
containers into the country seen by AFP stated that
the company would “temporarily” import the waste
“in non-hazardous bales... for sorting, recycling and
re-export operations to European territory”.

AFP has also seen the contract which Soreplast
signed with the Italian firm that sold the refuse,
Sviluppo Risorse Ambientali Srl. It explicitly tasked
Soreplast with “recovery of the waste and its sub-
sequent disposal” in Tunisia. Neither company was
available for comment despite numerous efforts to
contact them by AFP.

According to a customs official, who spoke on
condition of anonymity, these documents show
that Soreplast made a false declaration on the
nature of the imported material. As the scandal
grew, Prime Minister Hichem Mechichi sacked the
environment minister, Mustapha Aroui, late on

Sunday without giving an official reason. But a
government source, also speaking on condition of
anonymity, told AFP he was fired in connection
with the waste issue. —AFP

SOUSSE, Tunisia: Cats wait behind men casting their lines
while fishing at the port of Sousse on Nov 26, 2020. —AFP

Martial-law talk in 
Trump meeting 
draws outrage
WASHINGTON: With one month to go until Joe
Biden takes office, Donald Trump remains fixated
on his failed bid to overturn the 2020 election -
with his advisors reportedly floating the idea of
invoking martial law, triggering outrage and dis-
belief in Washington. Trump has stayed largely out

of sight as several hugely consequential matters
play out in the United States: from a massive
cyberattack to high-stakes talks on a huge
COVID-19 relief package to the rollout of a his-
toric vaccine campaign.

But, according to accounts in The New York
Times, CNN and The Wall Street Journal, the presi-
dent found time Friday to oversee a turbulent
White House meeting to discuss new ways to resist
or overturn Biden’s victory - with the idea of
deploying the military to assist in his fight raised,
before being shot down.

Multiple reports said Trump also considered
seizing election machines to inspect them; and

naming Sidney Powell, a lawyer for his campaign
team who has put forward outlandish conspiracy
theories, as a special counsel to keep digging
into Trump’s unsubstantiated allegations of mass
election fraud.

Present at the fractious Oval Office meeting was
retired General Michael Flynn, who was briefly the
national security advisor before resigning under pres-
sure, admitting to lying to the FBI, and then, in
November, being pardoned by Trump. Flynn recently
told a Newsmax television interviewer that Trump
could “take military capabilities and place them in
those (battleground) states and basically rerun our
election.” —AFP


